
Where in the World Is Mrs. Waffenschmidt? # 24
Name _________________________________________________

Date __________________________________________________

Read the paragraph below. In that paragraph, everybody’s favorite adventurer, Mrs. Waffenschmidt,
offers clues about the place she is visiting today. Use those clues to help you figure out where in the
world Mrs. Waffenschmidt is. Write your answer on the line at the bottom of the page.
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hese temples are really amazing to see. Because of their remote location, and the large jungles that hide them from
iew, westerners didn’t see them until 1860. French missionaries discovered the structures that legends say were built
y gods or by giants. I am standing by one of the most massive structures. It is about 200 feet high and was built for

he Hindu god, Vishnu, in the 12th century. This temple is so important to the history of this land that it is pictured on
he country’s flag. My guide tells me that the temple, with a 4-mile long moat surrounding it, is considered the world’s
argest religious building. Located about 100 miles from the capital city of Phnom Penh, the movie Tomb Raider was
ilmed in this area. Since the site is considered sacred, visitors must take off hats and shoes before entering. Also,
earing shorts, or wearing a shirt that does not cover your arms, is considered improper. Remember not to point your
hoes toward someone else too. That is considered very rude.

an you name the place I am visiting? Where in the world is this place found?

__________________________________________________________________
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